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t REPORT NO. 50-322/85-11
<

' DOCKET.. NO. 50-322

LICENSE NO. NPF-19
,

,

LICENSEE: Long Island Lighting Company
P. O. Box 618.

Shoreham Nuclear Power Station
Wading River, New York 11792

INSPECTION AT: Shoreham, New York
'

' INSPECTION CONDitCTED. February 1 - February 28, 1985

I'NSPECTOR: h 3 7I
P. W. Ese oth, Senior Resident Inspector Datt! Si'gned

AC choku
l E. M. Kelly, Projegngineer, PS IB, DRP Datd Signed

W 2 D S]
R. J. Urban, Reac gineer, RPS 1A, DRP Date Sighed

t

[// M'#/BJApproved: c
| J./137. Strosnider, Chief, Reactor Projects Date Signed'

Sdotion 1B, Division of Reactor Projects
i

| SUMMARY:

The resident inspector reviewed current Quality Assurance Department staffing and
personnel qualifications, and two region-based inspectors reviewed Nuclear Engineer-
ing Department (NED) administrative controls. This report also includes follow-;

; up reviews of previous unresolved inspection items covering the areas of Independent
f Safety Engineering Group utilization, heating / ventilation / air conditioning system

construction deficiencies, safety-related equionent lube oil addition procedures,
emergency bus tie breater failure to trip, control of plant operations and safety-
related solenoid valve materials.

The inspectors closed six previous inspection items and found one to have incomplete
corrective actions. No violations were identified.

This report involved 127 hours of inspection by the resident inspector, and 61
hours by region-based inspectors.
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J DETAILS

r '1;0 P'ersons' Contacted
,

'

E.Cassiano,QS-DivisionManager(L)
' ~ - J. Kelly,1QA Division Manager -(L)

R.DKubinak,' Director, QA, Safety & Compliance (L)*

J.! Leonard, Vice President tNuclear (L)
A. Muller,' QC D v sion Manager. (L)ii;

'

J' :J. :Scalice, Operating Division Manager, (L)-
lW. Steiger,' Plant' Manager'(L) 3
E; 7oungling,(Nuclear Engineering Division Manager (L)

'

'l.- Long Is an :d lighting Company -
'

l

,
Th'e inspector also . held: discussions with other licensee and contractor>

- personnel during; the course of the inspection.'
,

2.0 s Status of. Pre'vious' Inspection Items''
.

,

!2:1 :(closed) Unresolved Item (84-50-01): Independent Safety Engineering Group
*Utilization.

During the previous report period, the inspector reviewed the current workt'

. assignments of the Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) with thezlSEG
Supervisor.s The function of the ISEG,' as defined by the Shoreham Technical
Specifications, is: to examine unit operating characteristics, NRC issuances,

- . industry advisories, Licensee Event Reports, and other sources of unit design
~ and similar design and operating experience information, including' units of-

'similar design, which may indicate areas for improving unit safety. The'

-e ,
' inspector found that the -ISEG was. spending about 40% of its time reviewing andw

. . updating Shoreham plant system descriptions and 20% of.its time overviewing
Shoreham Plant operations.,

^ The inspector q'uestioned :the relatively low percentage of time ' spent on over-
~

viewing plant operations and. the'significantly larger percentage of time being. ' 1

^ spent updating and reviewing" plant system descriptions. The inspector found
:that. the ISEG was not only reviewing plant system descriptions for final'

accuracy, but was having : to do significant detailed updating work on the'

4

7 descriptions, . too. This situation was discussed with the Director of Ouality.
Assurance, Safety arid Compliance (QASC) to whom the ISEG Supervisor reports.'

- The inspector: stated that the system description updating activities appeared
to.be outside- the scope. of the ISEG chartar defined by the Shoreham Technical

,
, Specifications and .tha_tithis' work; appea' red to be diverting ISEG resources

- from higher prioritypspects.of its safety overview role.
m. .-

;By memorandum dated February 26, 1985,- the ISEG Supervisor documented a
revised policy:on system, description reviews.hy< the ISEG stating that future-

| efforts will. be; geared: towardt a final review. rather than the detailed updating
'done in the past.; cThis memorandum ~also stated that ISEG time expended on this,'

' ' effort will be climited'to lten percent of available time as long as.the.

" complement of. engineers . remains ~at the Technical Specification requirement.
Additions to the aroup,beyond the. Tech / Spec requirement could result in more

' time being spent' on system descriptions.=

The inspector'had'no further questions. This item is considered closed.
'
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2.2 (closed) Construction Deficiency (84-00-03): HVAC Penetration Seals.

Thi s i tem , reported by the licensee verbally on November 29, 1984, and by
letter dated December 28, 1984 to NRC Region I, involved a failure to seal
HVAC penetrations (intake and discharge) at redundant motor control center
(MCC) rooms on the east and west sides of the Reactor Building at elevatinn g
112. The seals are required for environmental qualification of safe shut- u
down equipment located inside the rooms, but are not required as fire or
radiation barriers.

The inspector reviewed FSAR pipe break results for that area and confirmed
that the pressure rating for the MCC rooms, due to an RWCU pipe rupture,
would be on the order of 1 psi for approximately 16, minutes. E&DCR L-228A
approved grouting of the penetrations with 12 inches of BISCO SF-20 material,
which has leak test data of approximately 1-10 scfh for that configuration
and pressure. The inspector confirmed those assumptions with responsible
LILC0 NED personnel, and observed that all penetrations in each MCC room had
been sealed on December 8, 1984. Also reviewed were the results of a survey
conducted by LILC0 0QA on December 3,1984. That survey found no similarly
affected rooms in the Reactor Building, and that conclusion was independently
confirmed by a walkdown of areas in the Reactor Building during this inspection. {All require seals were found to be in place, and will be detailed on drawing
FP-21E for Reactor Building floor and wall sleeves.

The seal material for the MCC rooms will limit steam leakage in the event of
an RWCU break in that vicinity to less than 0.01% of the normal room ventilation
flow, which would not significantly affect room temperature or huc.idity.

:
.

This item is considered closed.

2.3 (closed) Circular (IEC 80-05): Emergency' Diesel Generator and Other Safety
: Related Equipment Lubricating Oil Additions and Onsite Supplies.

This circular described an event at another nuclear power plant in which a .

partial loss of offsite power resulted in an emergency diesel generator
operating with a low lube oil level. The normal oil fill location could
not be used while the engine was operating and attempts to find other means
resulted in five barrels of oil being inadvertantly added to the engine air
box through a mismarked drain connection. Circular No. 80-05 provided five

.

reconriendations for licensee consideration relative to precluding this type *:
of problem. The five recomnendations, the corresponding Shoreham responses
and the NRC resident inspectors observations are as follows:

1

Recommendation #1

Verify the existence and adequacy of procedures or instructions for adding
lubricating oil to safety related equipment. This should include the )following: q

'a) Whether or not, how and where lube oil can be added while
the equipment is in operation, l

l

-.
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b) Particlar assurance that the wrong kind of oil is not
~ inadvertently added to the lubricating oil system, and

c)- That the expected rise in-level occurs for' each unit of'

lube oil-added.

Shoreham Response

SP 31.019.01 (Lubrication Control) establishes the requirements for storage,

-
-Preventive Maintenance Program (greases and oils used at SNPS.
control, and . issue / usage of all The

SP 12.015.01) scheduled activity worksheets
(SAWS) specifically Mentify the type of lubrication required for equipment
in the plant. The two programs jointly satisfy all concerns raised in
Recommendation #1.

The inspector reviewed the above station procedure and toured the reactor
building and EDG (TDI) room with an equipment operator to verify 'a knowledge
of oil level checking locations of the following safety related components:
HPCI turbine.and pump, RHR pump, CS; pump and a TDI EDG. The inspector
identified no problems. _

Recommendation #2

Verify that personnel are trained in such approved procedures and demonstrate
an ability for using these~ procedums. to add oil while the D/G is operating
and that they. understand'how to-verify' that the proper amount of. oil has been
added. -

,

~Shoreham Response- ,"- ,' ';,

. . . .~: .

' Equipment Operator ~ Qualification Guide #19)(E0G-19) has been issued to insure
that personnel (E0's) adding lubricants:to' plant' equipment are properly

~

trained. - Equipment ~0perators' have c' mpleted Section I (knowledge requirements)o
of EQG-19 and training on-Section II. (pr'actical requirements) will continue
during the normal training rotation.1 -

,

h*

Recommendation - #3 . ,
,

Verify that'the color coded, or otherwise marked, lines associated with
the diesel-generator are correct and tnat the line or point for adding

'
lube: oil has been' clearly iuentified.

-Shoreham Response

'Gil/ lubrication-lines at SNPS are not color coded; however, all oil addition
points are clearly marked. Specifically, the TDI oil addition point is
clearly marked on the machines and identified in ARP 6009 (lube oil' low level).

The inspector observed major safety component lube oil addition point markings
.and ARP 6009 and identified no problems.

!
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Recommendation #4

Verify that appropriate procedures or instructions exist, and personnel
are trained, on the proper addition of lube oil and the performance of
maintenance during operation of other similar vital equipment.

Shoreham Response

The-response to Recommendations #1 and #2 adequately address the concerns
:of the above Recommendation.

The inspector-agrees that previous responses cover this item satisfactorily.

Recommendation #5

Determine the lube oil usage rate for each diesel enoine under full load
conditions including the rates considered to be excessive. Provide adequate
inventory of lubricating oil of the procer grade consistent with the highest
usage emergency diesel-generator (s) ooerating for the time period specified
~in the plant Technical Specifications for fuel oil suoply. When lube oil
consumption rates becom excessive, provisions should be included for over-
haul of the diesel engine.

Shoreham Response

'The following preoperational test results establish the luhe oil consumption
rates for the TDI diesels:

.EDG 101 - PT307.005A - 328 Gal /7 days
PT307.003-2A - 210 Gal /7 days

EDG 102 - PT307.005B'. 392 Gal /7 days
PT307.003-28 '420 Gal /7 days

EDG 103 - PT307.005C - 168 Gal /7, days
PT307.003-3C - 284 Gal /7. days-

Based on the PT307.003'-28~ results'(highest EDG L.O. consumption) lube oil
consumption was determined to beJ20'aal/7 days. Assuming that the oil sump
level is maintained at the low level ' alarm point as a minimum, the oil sump
provides a consumable reservoir of 198 gal'. (difference between low level
and minimum level par Delaval ="6" x 18 cal /in = 108 gal.). Subtracting the
108 gal. fron the required _420. gal. indicates that 312 gal of oil must be

: available'to' support a'7 day run. Thus,.a mi'nimum of 936 gal, of oil (312
-gal./ engine);must be maintained on, site for the three TDI diesels. To insure
936 gal, of oil are available; 20: drums (20 drums x 55 gal./ drum = 1,100 gal.)
of, oil have been set aside;i,n lube oil storage.

LThe Maintenance DepartmentIwill monitor EDG lube oil consumption rates and in
~

consultation with NED and,Transamerica Delaval, implement corrective actions as
required.

The ' inspector has no unresolved questions.and this item is considered closed.-
'

. . .
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2.4 (closed) Unresolved Item (84-10-01): April 14,1984 Loss of All AC Power.

Inspection 84-10 raised concerns as to the proper operation of supply breakers
to emergency bus 103 during a loss of all onsite AC power on April 14, 1984.
The loss of power was due to an unusual electrical supply configuration where-
by 2 of the 3 TDI emergency diesel' generators were locked out of service for
maintenance, as was the 20 MW gas turbine. The Normal Station Service Trans-
former (NSST)'was tagged out at that time for the installation of the mobile
GM diesels, and TDI diesel 103 was being load-tested at 3500 KW and was
paralleled with the sole source of offsite power - the Reserve Station Service
Transformer (RSST) which is fed from the 69 kV bus. Therefore, all onsite
loads (plant and construction) on the 4 kv busseswere being supplied by both
the RSST and diesel 103.

The event was caused by a broken current transformer wire at the 69 kV Wildwood
~ Substation which actuated a relay fault detector and resulted in an isolation
of the 69 kv feed and loss of the RSST supoly to all of the 4160 volt busses.
Diesel 103, which was running and paralleled with the offsite source, attempted
to pick up all loads and experienced a drop in speed and voltage. This

. situation caused the following sequential bus logic and breaker operation:

- Undervoltage alarms and motor feeder breaker openings on normal
4 kv busses (at 2 seconds).

~

'
-

- RSST supply breakers to emergency busses "101 and 102 open on
sustained undervoltage (at 7 seconds). Note that bus 103 supply

~ breaker remained open since' diesel 103 was running and powering
that bus, and directional' overcurrent relay 67/50 had -not
reached its undervoltage trip setpoint.

~

,
,

- Diesel 103 had sustained underfrequency of 400 rpm, and the R1
-

"run" relay tripped the diesel supply _ breaker 103-8 (at 25
seconds), isolating it from its emergency bus, as well as all

'
.

other plant loads. .

- The sustained undervoltage on emergency bus 103 (at 30 seconds)
caused bus program logic to automatically trip the RSST supply
breaker 103-2.-

- Speed and voltage for unloaded diesel 103' return to normal; however,
atte.npts to reclose its supply' breaker 103-8 were unsuccessful
since the run relay had locked-out when engine speed was re-
duced to-less than 400 rpm for more than 25 seconds. This relay must
be reset, to clear the lock-out on breaksr 103-8, by placing the
diesel start switch in the START position.

- Onsite power was subsequently restored within 15 minutes.-

,_
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: Subsequent to this event, th'e licensee assembled a task force to evaluate
;the performance of' diesel 103 and its bus logic,'and provide recommendations- '

, s

n . :regarding. logic modifications,t proceldure changes or operator training.
. W The: conclusions of:the' task force were summarized'in a report from the
' _ ,

-Operations Manager to the: Plant Manager dated January 21, 1985. This reportas
Lwas reviewed by thelinspector and. discussed with the Operations Manager.- ' - '

I Pla'nt: logic modifications involving'the_ R1 run relays and 67/50 directional
;.o _ ,overcurrent' relays.were' considered,' but not implemented, since no enhancement

*

of diesel electrical protection would-be realized. Station Procedure
'g SP23.307.01 for diesel operation,was revised.to-explain: (1) re-energization'

lof. the R1 run; relay to reset (closed). the diesel supply breaker in an under-
-

- frequency' situation; and ;(2) the threshold (1600 amps). of the undervoltage
: block on the'NSST/RSST supply breaker, as set on the reverse current' relay'

, ,

(67/50_ device), with a" diesel operating in parallel with an offsite circuit.
-In the .first ' case,- the run relay _ should be reset by either placing the.

EdieselsLmain' control p' nel. switch in START or depressing the . local panela
START pushbutton. In. the _second ' case,- the NSST/RSST supply breakers to the

! emergency busses must.be opened manually. The procedure adequately describes
these actions with cautionary notes, and these procedure changes have been_

: addressed in licensed operator training,'

b = A' confirmatory tiest was performed under. Station Procedure 27.304.01 on
" ~

; April'.27, 1984, which verified proper operability of control (fast transfer)
'and logic > (undervoltage . trip) of 'RSST supply breaker 103-2.

-This-item-is resolved.- u-
~

2.5 (closed) Unresolved Item (84-20-01): ' Modifications of Systems and Components.
.

-This unresolved item resulted from a' previous inspection during which an
' inspector.found that controlled copies of drawings in the active file for
"As-Built" plant conditions contained references to Enoineering and Design-

Coordination Reports (E8DCRs) that were not readily available..

This area was reinspected and ' numerous "As-Built" drawings were reviewed. All
.

drawings reviewed were either in a fully revised status or stamped with the,

appropriate E&DCR numbers. If the EADCRs physically changed a drawing, they,

i were on file'in the. control room adjacent'to the drawing file.'

y.
'

2.6 -(closed) Unresolved Item (84-45-01): Cor. trol of Plant Operations.
.

'
^ Las't month's report stated that this item is considered unresolved until the>

21_icensee . takes specific actions, or indicates _.that none is considered necessary,
'

--

, relative to. the following items:

Resolution'of administrative controls over the official valve lineup*o

file in .the control room, including periodic monitoring for incorrect
data.

' '
' - Plant review group operations trend analysis.|

-

, _

h
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' Clarification of the incident report on instrumentation problemso

experienced during the drywell flooding problem and actions to
remind operators of the importance of reviewing the availability.

of all necessary instrumentation prior to commencing plant evolutions.

Assessment of the need to improve the on line availability of' o

plant instrumentation.

At the end of last month's_ reporti period th'e' specific resident inspector
observations and concerns in this area and.the above unresolved items were also
discussed.in detai.1 with plant management at the resident's exit meeting

'

- held on Februa,ry-1, 1985. ~
?, .

At the compldtion of this[ report's inspectibn period the resident inspector
checked with plant management on' the status of the above unresolved items
and was provided with the following information:

~

Valve Lineup File ;Adminiskative Control: By the end of this report
, .

period, the_ draft procedure for control' of the valve line-up file
had not been app ~ roved by the Review of Operations Committee although a
Station Procedure Change Notice to effect changes to the station'

procedure pertaining to logs and ~ records-(SP.21.002.01) had been
issued.' ' Also, SP.12.001.01 (Station Equipment Clearance Permits)
was revised to. provide for updating the Valve Line-up files whenever
a valve or breaker position is changed in the course of a tagging
order.. Preventive Maintenance Activity number 1021-180 SYS-0001 has
been issued to ensure that =a semi-annual audit of the Valve Line-up
files is performed by a licensed individual.

Operations Trend Analysis: The inspector was provided with an initial
~

g.

trend analysis report concerning RACs (Report of Abnormal Condition),
LERs (Licensee Event Report) and NRC violations which provides an
assessment of trends to date. The report also notes that the Plant
Manager has requested that a presentation of trends be made monthly
to the Review of. Operations Committee.

o

Incident Report Documentation / Instrument Problems: The licensee.

. sta ted: The reoort was in error in two instances, in which DWEDT
was used in place of DWFDT. These errors have been corrected, along
with other typographic errors. A review of these incidents is being
provided to each operations crew in its training week, beginning on
February 4,1985. One of the points being made is the importance of
reviewing the availability of all necessary instrumentation prior to
commencing plant operations.

Plant Instrumentation Availability: The inspector was provided with a
.

trend analysis report showing an overall decreasing trend for
control room annunciator and instrumentation problems.



.
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The inspector had no further questions and this item is considered closed.
A follow-up audit of valve / breaker line-up administrative control
implementation will be performed as a routine matter at some later date.

'2.7 -(open) Unresolved-Item (84-39-03): Safety Related Solenoid Valve Polyurethane
Parts.

As a result of a problem experienced at another reactor plant with the operation
of Automatic Switch Co. (ASCO) solenoid valves, a review was conducted by the
resident inspector at Shoreham during a previous report period. The
particular valve Part No. T-ASCO HV-176-816-1, GE Part No. 9220138 had failed
to scram four rods on demand and caused eleven other rods to hesitate during
routine quarterly control rod scram time testing. The defective component .

was determined to be a polyurethane disc-holder subassembly which develops an
adhesive quality at elevated temperatures:(above 1600F), causing it to adhere
to the seat of the scram pilot valve vent port.

The inspector reviewed a Shoreham master listing of safety related solenoid
~

operated valves and other ' plant information provided by plant management in
response to an NRC request that'similar ASC0; valve applications ~at Shoreham be
reviewed for this problem. The inspector confirmed- that the Shoreham valves
were not T-ASCO HV-176-816-1, but instead were ASCO HVA-90405-2A valves.
However,- it was not possible to determine from~ documentation available at.
that time, if the Shoreham pilot scram valve ^ disc holder subassemblies utilize
polyurethane or some other material.

The licensee was requested to pursue the determination of polyurethane
utilization in the pilot scram valves and other safety-related solenoid valves.
The licensee wrote to ASCO on January 2,.1985 requesting further valve
material information and received a response from ASCO dated January 15, 1985.
ASCO informed the licensee that ASCO model HVA-90-405-1A, used at Shoreham for
pilot scram valves, does not contain any urethane in its construction. ASCO,

also provided the licensee with some specific ~ catalocue information on valve
part materials. 'Pending resolution of the presence of polyurethane parts in
other safety-related valve applications, this item (84-39-03) will remain open.

3.0 Quality Assurance Deoartment Staffino and Personnel Qualifications

During this report period the resident inspector reviewed the training and
experience qualifications of the technical personnel (managers, quality
engineers and inspectors) currently within the three divisions of the QA
Department.

'The three QA divisions within this department are the Quality Control Division,
'

Quality Assurance Division and the Quality Systems Division. QC Division
covers the plant operational QA program; QA Division handles the inservice
inspection program, design change reports and non-destructive examinations;
QS Division covers supplier QA programs, procurement documents and design
input / output package reviews. The three division managers each have

-

-.. - - - - .-- -
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engincering degrees. One managerLhas nine <yearstof nuclear experience and
- : each of the other two haveitwelve~ yea ~~rstof nuclear experience. The QA

-Department manager' position;is currently -vacant.
+ s>

The total number of. techdically (trained perman'ekt licensee employees, in-
- ; ._ ,,

t
cluding the 'above three. managers',lassigned sto' this department is 27. In-
addition, there are,a total .if-8 vacant approved positions, for an overall QA
Department total;'of 435rtechnical- msitions.) There are also 30 consultant QA4

Technical perso'nnel assigned'to tie QA Department to support activities such
-as? the Colt Diesel project"and Shoreham plant start-up testing.

,

, ,

-In the' QA Department complement of 27 ' permanent employees with technical
,

- . backgrounds-there are;14, individuals .with .fout. year college degrees. Each
- individual .is qualified ~in one or. more areas and the departmental distribution

of, qualifications ist as follows:
. .

18 Engineer /SpecialistskNSI'N45.2.6)'7 Level II Inspectors;(
6 Level III Inspectors =(ANSI N45.2.6)

15. Auditors.(ANSIN45.2.6)(8LeadAuditors)
, ,, ' 2 4 NDE Level II In'spectors (SNT-TC-1A, June '80)

-1 NDE Level III: Inspectors (SNT-TC-1A, June '80)'

4 Visual-Testing. Level II Inspectors (ASME Section XI)
,

In the complement of 27. permanent QA technical personnel there are 11 individuals
.with greater than 10' years of nuclear experience,'.13 individuals with 3-10 years.
- of-nuclear. experience and 3 individuals with 2.or less years nuclear experience.
for'an overall average of 8.7 years.

r

.In the' QA Department complement:of 30 consultant personnel with technical -

backgrounds, there are 7 individuals with four year college degrees. Each
: individual .is qualified in one or more areas and the overall distribution of

_

,

qualifications- is 'as follows:

6 Engineer /Special'ist
23 Level-II Inspectors (ANSI N45.2.6)-

~ 3 Level ~III Inspectors (ANSI N45.2.6).

3 Audi tors; (ANSI N45.2.6) '(2 Lead Auditors)
~ 10 NDE Level II Inspectors (SNT-TC-1A, June '80)

-
' - 2 Visual Testing -Level II ' Inspectors- (ASME Section XI)

.In the complement of QA consultant personnel there are 13 individuals with
greater than 10 years of _ nuclear experience,16 individuals with 3-10 years
nuclear experience and 1 individual with 2 or less years nuclear experience

i.for an o'verall-average of 8.9 years.

The resident inspector reviewed the qualification records' of 16 licensee QA -
Department technical personnel and 8 consultant technical personnel. The

linspector noted in the QC. Division records, in particular, that steps could
be taken to further support the credibility of training / qualification materials< ~

' that support inspector certifications. Specifically, the insnector noted that

s.

-

J

a- .
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self-study material individual line items are not required to be dated at
N : the time- they are initialed off. Also, inspector knowledge-level check-

out discussions held with supervisors ~ prior to inspectors being recommended'
,

to.the QC Division Manager for Certification, are not required to be
documented.

No violations of requirements were identified.

. 4.0-' Engineering and Design Change Programs

tan [ audit of the Nuclear EnginedriEg Department's (NED) approval of design
~

changes and the implementation of that work by Modifications Engineering staffs
- 'under~ the Itterim Station Modification Program, was performed. This audit -

assessed the initiation and evaluation of proposed design changes (EEARs);
1 process ng and approval of' design output. packages (D0Ps); implementation andi

'

installation of station modifications (SMs); and,' final closecut of the process
by. update of'related documents and. drawings. The process is| governed by Program
LDescription'PD-NE-01 (approved August li 1984) which consists of three principal

'

administrative procedures:^ .. + , * + .
.

i ,
- - , , ,

.

I NE-01-01, Endineering Evaluatio'n and A'sistance Requests (EEAR)
'

~

'
s--

NE-01-02,. Design. Input and Output Packages' (DfP, D0P)---

NE-01-03,!'L-Series" Engineering and, Design Coordination- --;

. .

Reports (E&DCR) . .
,

~

-

.
,

The station modification is then implemented,by plant staff in accordance with
station procedure SP12.,010.02,' Revision 7, December 21, 1984.

,

'
- 4.1 ~ Station Modifications .

.

Five packages were randomly selected to determine their status, proper processing-

and review, and update of affected documents and drawings:

SM84-039, RHR Inoperable Alarm--

SM83-130, Change Position of P41*MOV-031|
' SM84-025, RCIC Inoperable Alarm

--

---

SM84-041, Core Spray Permissive Annunciator--

-- . SM84-087, . Revise Reset Coil of Relays for P42*MOV-042 -
~

!" Drawings and other control room diagrams, affected as a result of these
' completed modifications, were found to appropriately reflect their as-built

condition - either by permanent revision, or stamoed with an applicable E&DCR
number (with the E8DCR retained in an adjacent file for reference). Affected .

' procedures, system descriptions and FSAR sections were also verified to be up-
-dated or being tracked for eventual update. Prior to final closeout of a;.

!' . modification, all related documents are re-checked by licensee personnel before
being signed off.<

.

.

;

,

s , , , m --- ,y.._.m_ - ,..w ,w.-,- - _ . , - b',.,,-,..-..-,., ..,p._% ,.%..#..,ym,.-w,,,.,yv,,-g+a-c.,p,,.m..m.q,,m..,_,,...y w 9&-.,,.
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4.2 Design Output Packages

Four. D0Ps were reviewed for proper processing and approval, appropriate
technical . input and safety evaluation, and implementation status:

-- D0P-84-306, Removal 'of shim.on nJpture restraints MSR-8.

-- D0P 84-311, Replacement of Recombiner Pressure Gauge T48*PI823B

-- D0P 84-119, MSIV-Leak Collection System (LCS) Flow limiter Bypass
. Time Delay

-- D0P 83-033, Corium Ring Modification

.The responsible NED engineers and cognizant site imolementation engineers
were interviewed and found to be qualified and knowledgable of procedural
requirements and technical details. Safety evaluations were of sufficient
depth, and addressed necessary criteria of 10 CFR Part 50.!,9. Where applicable
the Shoreham Design Review Committee (DRC) and Review of Operations Committee
(ROC)approvalswereverified. No discrepancies were noted. One of these four
packages, D0P 84-119, was reviewed in detail during this inspection, and its
implementation and return-to-service were directly observed.

4.3 MSIV-LCS Bypass Timer Replacement

D0P 84-119 effected replacement of existing timers (E32*TD503A-D) with similar
~ devices set for 13 minutes, to allow for sufficient time to depressurize the

space between the inboard and outboard MSIVs during LCS operation. These
devices, after timing-out, permit a high flow (90scfh) isolation of the system
to protect against gross inboard MSIV leakage. The change was suggested by
General Electric and based on startup test experience at Grand Gulf; design
responsibility was assigned to Stone & Webster.

4.3.1- References _

The follcwing documents were reviewed, as part of the audit of D0P 84-119, for
technical ade.quacy and prop ~er implementation:

-- GE FDDR KSI-2267'

-- E&DCR L-0589
'

--- EEAR-84-119 .

-- SWEC Calculat'on 11600.02-US(B)-222
-- Station Modif' cation (SM)-84-085 -

-- MWR 84-6282' .
;

: Also reviewed were the following documents which are affected by D0P 84-119 and
are in the process of being s(or have appropriately been) revised to reflect this .

. change:

,

e .
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-- FSAR Section 6.5.2.1 and 2 l

-- Station Procedure (SP) 44.406.01-1 and SP 2a.406.03-1,

-- MSIV-LCS System description' 1020.406, Rev. 1
'

>

-- GE Panel'and Wiring Diagram Nos. 101.50-255, 256 and 262
~

-- Shoreham Technical Specification 3/4.6.1.4

(4.|3.2H Design Approval and Safety Evaluation

The design was originally proposed by GE and the.D0P was prepared by SW,
Lincluding the original safety evaluation. Aporoval for implementation was
given~by the-DRC, and then the ROC on November 5, 1984. MWR 84-6282 was
released for work on November 7,i1984.

The inspector found that: 1(1); responsible NED engineers were cognizant of-
. ~ the . technical details and bases for this . package, and very capably defended

the. safety. evaluation including the' associated SW calculation which they were,

~ ble' to produce and_~ explain; (2); during ROC- review.of the modification, thea 1-

_ '.
conunittee properly, questioned and ultimately resolved the radiological

' - implications of extending:the timer ' delays; -(3) all packages were appropriately'

processed,-in accordance with NED. procedures'; and (4) effective communication
was evident between design engineers, operations' staff and modification,

' . engineers who installsd the timers. ; - ''

,-
- s ,

7

' 4.3.3; Implementatio'n ;
''

,.
,

SM 84-085 was-assemble'd by the Outage'and Modifications Division (which reports i

to the Plant Manager, ~and is'not part of' NED),-and an MWR was released for
1 work and subsequent 1y' completed 'on February 15, 1985. The-inspector observed
the actualvinsta11ation of- these timers, and the return-to-service of the system.-~

LThe modification experienced:some problems, due to initial confusion as to its
- . priority. The' original timers were promptly removed in November 1984 ( and

,

used in an unrelated modification for HPCI required before fuel load); however,
the replacement timers were.not' installed until January 1985 and remained un-

,

Ltested for approximately six weeks. This was because: (1) priority was in-,

correctly assumed as OC2B'(prior;to plant heatup):instead of the proper mile-
stone of OC2A(prior to' initial criticality) due to an error on the Master Punch

--List; and (2) final functional testing of. the timers required revision to,

2 -SP 44.406-0 which did not occur until January, 31, 1985. From an engineering
and safety standpoint,; the requirement for thEse timers (and the system) is'

.

.such that they are only 'of significance if steam is being produced (and more-

: -importantly, if power - history has been accumulated for the core). Nonetheless, ;

L .' plant Technical Specifications require an operable MSIV-LCS for placing the mode
' switch-in STARTUP (Operational Condition 2).: This was necessary for achievingi '

,

initial ~ criticality and Phase' II of low power operation. The modification was.
'

. subsequently- completed on ~ February 15, 1985, prior to initial criticality
achieved the same day, at' 6:25p.m.).

Implementation 'was observed to be properly (accomplished and post-work testingsatisfactorily completed,- with the timers and system returned-to-service per.-
The calibration criterion-of 13 minutes }- 15 seconds was met for| '~

; procedures.
,

all four devices. In addition, a partial functional test of the system was
performed to assure that the system bleed valves would isolate (after these
,devicds tine-out) with a high flow condition. This test was accomplished by

'

,

I

e
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<j # . temporary procedure change (TPC), Nokice 85-198,.to SP 24.406.03-1 and will
.

be considered'for
| by :the licens~ee. ' permanent inclusion in the~.18-month system functional test( (*(-A ,,

,

s'K4.3.4-Conclusions ~ _ e,A ,vs;>
. ,,, ,t ,

' i ;> /
,

y -
, . ; <-

- This. modification, while minor. in* scope, pMvided"for gdod _overall insight into
the processing, control and implementation |of design changes by the licensee.

3The Modification Engineer was knowledgable ofe this change, Land responsive to j

' the inspector's concerns for its priority: The change was promotly ' installed'

,

priorf to initial criticality; the' underlying reasons 'for'the confusion as to

| engineers; and all ongoing (and currently proposed) plant management and installation.|
Lits priority were discussed that day with the ROC,' l# ,

Dackages.were reviewed for
,

problems- similar. to SM 84-085.~ The inspector attributed the principal cause of
,_

L this package's priority confusion to'the classification of.the MWR (i.e.
Component ID assignment) against the panel number (1H11*PNL654) in which the

-timers <were being replaced. as' opoosed to the device number (IE32*TD503) of-

'the timer. The latter alerts the Watch Engineer to the fact that the E32
(MSIV-LCS) system is affected. Later, sorts of MWRs provide the same indi-

' cation. The inspector considers this as an isolated case which should be
- prevented from occurrence in future modifications because of: current

procedural provisions for infonnation tags; the tracking LC0 system in use
by Operations; the response to the inspector's questions / concerns by plant
management and the Modification Engineer, in particular.

: 4.4 c Proposed Modifications -
. ,

:The inspector attended,a meeting of the Design Review'Comittee and observed
;their review of EEARs and D0Ps, as well as the prioritization of open items
jand propsed NED' workload for|1985. There are currently 30 - 40 packages in'

- (some. stage of implementation (EEAR/DRC approval through functional testing).
,

. Appropriate scheduling and planning of resources were discussed. There are^

approximately '30 modifications identified for work in 1985 and there currently
,

exists available manpower within NED -(or LILC0's Melville office and S&W
> contract) to accomplish that goal.-

>The Interim Program has been in effect for roughly la years, and over-500s

EEARs have been considered in that time. The modifications installed have
f averaged ~100 packages per year.

E ' ..By definition, the program is . intended to utilize LILC0 personnel for design
changes', while stil_1 maintaining design responsibility with S&W and at the.

-same level .of QA and control as during construction, yet providing for a
; etransition.(at some future time) to a permanent program wherein the licensee

Vassumes complete design responsibility.
. -

I NED Procedures are' currently under development and an Engineering Assurance
. Group within NED-isLin-place. Modification Engineering Lis continuing to' gain

;.y installation experience. These, together with the' proposed opening of an S&W
,

;Melville, New York office this spring (where plant drawings will be located),
;; ~ demonstrate, the development of.LILC0's capability to assume responsibility for
,

.

Jdesign changes.'

, ,

I '-
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14 . 5 Quality Assurance Interface

The.. inspector reviewed the findings of an audit of NED performed on May 15-18,
1984 4 by LILC0's Quality System Division (QSD). QSD Audit No. 84-1 resulted in
17. findings and 13 open items, assessed against implementation of NED procedures. )
The QSD audit also provided six recommendations. While the audit concluded a
lack of awareness or attention to detail by NED personnel to specifics of
procedures, none'of the findings represented significant deficiencies and all |
were correctable by either procedural refinement or training. NED response to |
the audit finding was provided in July 1984, and then was reviewed and found '

to be acceptable by QSD in October 1984 with the exception of three items
which were followed-up and found to be acceptable in December 1984. |

The inspector had no additional questions.

5.0 ' Reactor Initial Criticality

Rod withdrawal for the approach to initial criticality began at 2:31 p.m. on
: February 15, 1985. Criticality was achieved four hours later (with a 312 sec nd
period) at 6:25 p.m., on Group -Three Rod 42-23' notch six, with the plant at 128.5
degrees Fahrenheit primary temperature and the vessel vented. This was two notches |

beyond predicted, which is considered very accurate and is acceptable. Initial

criticality was achieved properly and without incident. The evolution was observed
- by the senior resident and two region-based NRC inspectors.

-The plant was shut down at 3:00 a.m. on February-16, and a second criticality was
The plant is currently limited

by license-to 24.36 kW (10-8 ) p.m. that same day.
' achieved at approximately 8 00

% thermal. 'The calculated power. achieved at criti-
cality was approximately 30 watts; the maximum level achieved was, by surveillance,

~

355 watts on February'16. ' The plant was shut down at approximately 6:00 a.m. on
February 17, 1985.

~
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6.0 Colt Diesel- Generator Testing a

b
During this inspection period the licensee commenced engine run-in testing 3
of the No. 901 Colt Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG). The run-in testing E

-*consists of running the engine at various speeds and loads as a preliminary
engine checkout procedure prior to the acceptance test program runs. }
The EDG 901 engine run-in started on February 14, 1985 with the engine k
starting on the first attempt at 11:20a.m. Incremental unloaded runs at y
various speeds up to the rated 514 rpm speed were completed by 6:00p.m. j
Verification of overspeed trips, calibration of voltage / excitation control and g
generator to system phase checks were completed on February 15, 1985. On 3
this same date the unit went on line at 10% load (415 kw) and was subsequently is
run at increasing load increments up to 75% loading which was completed by P
8:00a.m. on February 16. The 100% and 110% initial loading runs were [
completed at 10:20p.m. on February 16, 1985. g

Based on current progress, the licensee expects to complete the Colt EDG run-in s
testing by mid April 1985. j

7.0 Site Tours (,

'4
The resident inspector conducted periodic tours of accessible areas in the :||
plant, in the new Colt Diesel Generator Building and around the site in .=
general. During these tours the following specific items were evaluated: .

-

- Fire Equipment - Operability and evidence of periodic inspection 5
of fire suppression equipment; }

- Housekeeping - Maintenance of req"uired cleanliness levels; d
3

- Equipment Preservation - Maintenance of special precautionary y
measures for installed equipment, as applicable; g

- QA/QC Surveillance - Pertinent act'ivities were being surveilled j
on a sampling basis by qualified QA/QC personnel; i

1
- Security - Adequate security coverage for areas toured; j

- (bmponent ' Tagging - Implementation of appropriate equipment tagging
for safety, equipment protection, and jurisdiction. E

All items observed duringIgeneral site / plant tours were found to be satisfactory. !~

i,

8.0 Unresolved Items j
Areas for which more information'is re_ quired to determine acceptability are $
considered unresolved. Unresolved items are contained in paragraphs 2.6 and 27 -

.

-
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: 9.0 Management Meetings
~

- At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were held
.with-licensee management to discuss the scope and findings of this inspection.
. Based on -the NRC Region I review of this report and discussions held with
licensee representatives on. March 7,1985, it was . determined that this report
does not contain .information subject to 10 CFR 2.790 restrictions.

The1 resident inspector also attended the entrance and exit ' meetings for
inspections conducted by region-based inspectors during the period.

'
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